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The convergence condition of a series
in

of Stokes9 multipliers

By

Mitsuhiko KOHNO

In order to seek 'the solutions in the large' of ordinary differential

equations with irregular singular point of rank 1, which have the

following reduced forms, i.e.,

at

we had to solve a two point connection problem between one set of

fundamental solutions in the neighbourhood of regular singular point

£ = 0, expressed by the convergent series as follows,

and another set of fundamental solutions in the sectorial neighbourhood

of irregular singular point t=°°, expressed by the following asymptotic

forms, i.e.,

X*(f) = eXkttakkl£ Hk (s) r '
s = 0

where the series in the right hand side are the formal solutions.

In the analysis of solving the connection problem, it is important

to investigate the structure of the coefficients Gy(w), which satisfy

the following linear difference equations

Then, in order to solve the above difference equations, we reduced
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the difference equations to the differential equations

jae

and obtained, using the theory of the differential equations, the general

solutions of the difference equations as follows,

What concerns this method is described in detail in the papers

[1], [21, [3].

In this paper, we will obtain by the very simple method, which

is based on the estimation of the coefficients #*(s) of the formal

solutions, the sufficient condition for the convergence of the series
00

^Hk{s^)gkj(_m + s). We will describe it in section 1 and show, using
s = 0

the result of section 1, how to determine Stokes' multipliers of the two

point connection problem for a system of ordinary differential equations

in section 2.

The aim of this paper is to show the possibility of weakening the

pentagonal condition.

1. Now we investigate the convergence of the series ^Hk(s)gk
j(m + s').

s=Q

Here, the column vectors Hk(s) (& = 1, 2, • • • , ri) satisfy the following

difference equations

where akk is the k-ih diagonal element of the matrix A, and Ak is the

k-ih eigenvalue of the diagonal matrix B such that ^,-=£^ (./=£&)•

The scalar functions g](.in + s} (A = l, 2, • • • , n\ j = l,2, ~*,ri} are

defined by

where PJ is the j-ih. eigenvalue of the matrix A and p = pj — akk + 'l. It

is assumed that p—l = pj—akfl^ non-positive integers (/ = !, 2, • • • , » ;
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& = 1, 2, • •• ,») . We define the matrix norm and the vector norm as

follows.

Then we have the following properties of the norms. Let v, w be the

column vectors and A be the matrix.

( i ) 0 = 0 if and only if ![fl||=0.

(ii) Let c be a complex scalar. |[cfl|[= \c\ \\v\\.

(iii) \\v + w\\<\\v\+\\w\\

(iv) limvn = Q if and only if lim|(z;w | | = 0

(v) \\Av\\<\\A\\\\v\

Now we assume that |[^4||>>0 and take an integer N which is larger

than \\A\\.

We divide the series into two parts.

(3) Sfr*(5)^}(f» + 5)=S1^*(5)^Kw + 5)+S^*(5)fir}(w + 5).
s=0 5=0 s=N

In order to obtain the convergence of the series, we only may prove

the convergence of the second part of the series. We set

Then we can rewrite the difference equations (1) in componentwise

as follows.

#21

n .

~ S W 12 ° ' ' '

#22 &kk ~T S •

:
/ ri-L^bj \

( JiVe^ /
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_ 0 '
A% Afe

0o • .
5 5

!
AJ(5 + 1)

^(5 + 1)

1\k f « • i >

/

0

The &-th component of the vector £P(s), i.e., hl(s) is determined

by

-s/z*(s) = aH/sJO) + «»z#O) H

and if, s^V>||.4||, we will show that the absolute value of the &-th
component /fj(s) is less than the norm ||^*(5)|J. For if \hk

k(s~)\ is
equal to the norm |f/T*(s)|[, we obtain

s I «(s) I ̂  k« 1 1 #00 ! + - + 1 «M-I I ! «-i(s) I

but this inequality contradicts the assumption s^N~>l\A\\. Next we
estimate the ./-th component of the column vector lP(s

* (5) H ----- h «y,, AJ (S)

-+ \a,.\

ay. | + \akk\

<\\H*(s^\{\\A\\+\au\+s}.

Here we set

Then we obtain
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Whence, if s^N, we can estimate the norm |[-H"*(s + l)[| by the
norm ||fl"*(s)|| as follows.

(4)

So, by using the formula (4), we obtain

(5) |[#*

Now we estimate the second part of the series (3), using the above
estimation (5).

(6)

The radius of convergence of the last series is equal to one, con-

sidering that the series is the power series of k

So, in order to obtain the convergent series ^Hk(s^gkj(m + s^), it

is sufficient that

condition, i.e.,

"k
X

<C1, and this condition is again the pentagonal

The above proof is a different and simple proof of the proposition
3. 3 in the paper [1], and the lemma 4. 4 in the paper [2].

Now we investigate the last series of (6) in detail and can expect

the convergence of the series on the circle of convergence k

We set us = Thenwhen

**
*.
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us

_1
— -1-""

Hence, in order to make the series converge absolutely, it is sufficient

that Re (a— j3— m)<. — 1. From the condition

we obtain m>|(^4[[ — Rep/H- \akk\ +Realk.

The right hand side of the above inequality is non-negative, since

Now we choose the smallest integer mG>0 such that

(7) m0>max {\\Att — Re PJ+ \akk\

Hence we obtain the following Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. // UJ<U/ — 4* I U^k^> the series

absolutely and uniformly convergent for all integers m and

satisfy the following difference equations

(8) U + w-^)FJ(i«)=5^}(w-l).

— ̂ !, only for m^

the series Fk
j(m^) = ̂ >]Hk(s)gk

j(m
JrS^ are absolutely convergent and

satisfy the above difference equations (8).

2a In this section, using the above result, we solve the two point con-

nection problem for a system of ordinary differential equations

(9) -at

under the following assumptions.

( I ) For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the matrix A has

no congurent eigenvalues, i.e.,

(j = l, 2, •-, n\ k = l,2,—,n)
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(II) PJ~ akk^non-positive integers (j = l, 2, • • • , n\ k = l,2,---,n)

where akk are the diagonal elements of the matrix A.

(III) The matrix £ is a diagonal matrix;

The eigenvalues >U(£ = 1, 2, • • - , n) satisfy the following condition;

0< | Xk | < U - *k I

This condition is weaker one than the pentagonal condition,

because for some k and j, the equality may hold.

The differential equations (9) have one set of fundamental solutions

which are expressed in a neighbourhood of the origin by the convergent

power series as follows

(10) X
m = Q

Here, the coefficients G;-(m) satisfy the following difference equations

(11)

Theorem 2. pf^ c<2^ determine the Stokes' multipliers T]

l, 2, • • • , w; & = 1, 2, • •• ,«) #y solving the linear equations',

^^ can also determine F](in) for Q<Lm<Lm0—I by

solving the following linear equations one after another,

Then the coefficients Gy(w) which satisfy the difference equations

(11) are expressed by

(12) G,(fw)=ST}FJ<>0 (j = l,2, -,») (m^O).*=i

Proof. It is easy to prove that the set of (F*(^) : A = 1,2,

••• ,#} (y = l, 2, • • - , w) constitutes an independent set of solutions of the

difference equations (11) for m^m0 and that because of the assump-
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tions (I) and (II), the matrix (G^(in)9 G2(m), • • - , Gn(m^)} is non-
singular.

Hence, the matrix of the Stokes' multipliers {TJ: j = l, 2, • • - , n\

k = l, 2, • • • , n)} is non-singular. So the theorem holds evidently.

Now, before we give the asymptotic forms of the solutions Xj(f)
in the sectorial neighbourhood of the infinity, we will give some
lemmas needed later.

Lemma 1. (E. M. Wright) If <p(w) is holomorphic and bounded
in the right half-plane

and

&'>-£--Re ft

then we have

as z tends to infinity in the sector

| arg *|:£j-7T.

Here [ ] denotes Gauss' symbol

Lemma 2. We define h0 by

(13) Ao=

and q*,a(w, w0: 5) as follows.

ak (w9y.aW

where Wo^>m0 is an integer such that

rs , , ,1WQ=ff—\—r + max\pj—akk\ .
L4 j.k J

Then the series
00
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are absolutely convergent and uniformly bounded in the right half-

plane

(14) Rew^tfH-Ao-

Proof. For p^wQ, we have the following estimates

i—

Then, for s2^<? + l, we can estimate the absolute values of q]lV(w, W0: s)

as follows.

pj-akk\\
5-att\ J

-i)-(2-5
4/Jl+ • 4

2—-4-

^2
j

Hence, we have

00

\Q*l0(w9 WQ) j^ 2] l?* . f f (w>> ^o: 5) ]:
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Since the series of the right hand side is convergent, the series

Q]t9(w, WQ) are absolutely convergent and uniformly bounded in the

right half -plane (14).

Lemma 3. For a positive integer ay we can define the functions

PJ,<T(W} U = l> 2, • • - , ri) of a complex variable w by

and Pj,a(w} are holomorphic and bounded in the right half -plane

Proof o When w0 is a positive integer and w^mQ, we proved in
CXI

the theorem 1 that the series ^lHk(s)gkj(wQ + s} are convergent and
s=Q

obtained the following estimation

_M

Then, for an arbitrary positive integer p^a + l, we obtain

Now, applying formally Abel's transformation to P$i0(w), we have

p* (-,.,:•} - l v H t ( ^ f f " fJT j a(W ) -- 1-7 - r- _X ! J-J- v^J^ j 'V
' ' ^ J k - 7 S J V

Here, we have
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V

\ Z/ \ 4

Therefore, the validity of Abel's transformation was guaranteed and
we proved the absolute convergence of Pk

j>a(w} and also showed the
uniform boundedness of P^i0(w} in the right half -plane Rew^0 + h0.

Lemma 4. We take a sufficiently large positive integer m±

such that Wi2^2<j and put h= [h0] +1. Then we have

in the sector

(15)

Proof.

If Rew^Ao, we have R
Hence, from the lemma 3, it results that each component of

l — ff) is holomorphic and uniformly bounded in Rew^hQ.
o

Since we also have — — Re(mii-pj— akt + l')<h0— m±— KA0, we can
Zj

apply E. M. Wright's lemma to the first term of the right hand side

of the abo\re equality and we obtain
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O(tk 0}
rg4

Here we define the domain 3)k as follows

3as t tends to infinity in the sector 1 arg Akt \ <i—n.

-t:

where y is an arbitrary small positive number and t0 is a fixed positive
number, (see the lemma 2. 1 in the paper [2] ) .

Lemma 5. For t in the domain 3)k, we have

Proof.

J (s - /) r ' + 0(f*--)

In the above calculation, we used the asymptotic forms of the
00

series ^gkj(m + s)tm which are the solutions of the fundamental equ-
m = Q

ations. The method by which we derived the asymptotic forms of
these series is described in detail in the papers [1] (Proposition 2.5),
[2] (Lemma 2. 2)

Lemma 6, For t in the domain 3)k, we have

*i (S Hk (5) r'
s=0
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Proof. We divide the above power series into two parts and

apply the lemma 3, and the lemma 4.

1 = 1

5=0

Here we have

1 = 1 s = Q

Hence we obtain the lemma 5.

Now we will show the asymptotic forms of the convergent solutions

of the differential equations (9).
«

Theorem 3. For t in the domain 3)= r\3)k, we have for j=l,

X,(f) = S
A=l
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In particular, if there is at least one index k, for which Re 0*0 is
non-negative in the domain 3), then ive obtain

Proof. Using the theorem 2, we decompose the convergent solu-
tions as follows.

Here we apply the lemma 5 to the second part of the right hand side,
and we have

When the matrix ^4 has any congruent eigenvalues, the same results
will be obtained.

The auther would like to express his sincere thanks to Professor
M. Hukuhara for his kind guidance and warm encouragement.
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